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Kindergarten 

What are State of Michigan Standards? 
 
State of Michigan Standards are high levels of expectations 

for student achievement in Michigan public schools.  The 

Standards included in this brochure have been developed 

by Portage teachers and administrators based on the  

Michigan State Standards.  

 

How do we make sure our students are 
on track with Michigan State Standards? 
 
A state-wide test that measures how well students are 

learning is given to students in grades 3-9.  Schools are 

held accountable for their students’ performances. 

 

What can parents do to help? 
Research shows that parent support and involvement are 

critical to student success.  You can impact your child’s  

academic progress by: 

 Becoming familiar with this brochure which lists what 

your child will learn 

 Encourage daily school attendance  

 Encourage self-help skills of independently dressing, 
tying, zipping, buttoning, fastening, etc.  

 Encourage healthy lifestyles of eating healthy meals 

and snacks, getting adequate sleep, practicing personal 
hygiene (hand washing, teeth brushing, covering coughs, 
etc.) 

 Encouraging responsibility  

 Establishing high expectations for your child 

 Reading to your child every day 

 Asking “WH-” questions (who, what, when, where, why) 

 Modeling use of language and speaking in complete 
sentences 

 Playing games with your child every day 

 Intentionally conversing with your child about his/her 

school experiences, interests, thoughts, concerns, and 
ideas 

 Providing a variety of fine motor activities and supplies 

for use at home (crayons, scissors, paper, glue, 
playdough, markers, etc.) 
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Portage Public Schools 

On behalf of the Portage Public Schools Board of Edu-

cation and our amazing administrators, faculty, staff, 

and families, I welcome you to PPS.   

We are very proud of the fine academic reputation of 

our district and the exceptional alumni that have come 

through our schools.   We know that we are successful 

because of our parents and teachers.  We are extreme-

ly proud of our faculty; more than 70% have master’s 

degrees and they all regularly participate in rigorous 

professional development.  We realize the important 

role that parents play in the education of their children 

and look forward to partnering with you.  We have 

prepared this handy brochure of Learning Expectations 

to help keep you informed. 

This overview provides highlights of the key compo-

nents of your child’s curriculum goals for the year.  If 

you have any questions about these learning expecta-

tions, please do not hesitate to contact your child’s 

teacher or your school’s principal. 

For 90 years, PPS has been a leader in providing the 

highest quality K-12 education possible.  We are hon-

ored to have the opportunity to inspire your child with 

the life-long thrill of learning.  PPS stands ready to 

serve you and your family and we look forward to our 

partnership. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
Larry Killips 

Assistant Superintendent of  
Instruction and Assessment  

Welcome to  

Portage Public Schools 



Math 
The following mathematical practices are embedded in the stand-
ards below:  use concrete manipulatives, represent strategies and 
explain thinking through drawings, models, objects and writing 
equations 
 

Counting & Cardinality 

 Know number names & the count sequence 

 Count to tell the number of objects 

 Compare numbers 
 

Operations & Algebraic Thinking 

 Understand addition and subtraction 
 

Number & Operations in Base Ten 

 Work with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place value 
 

Measurement & Data 

 Describe and compare measurable attributes 

 Classify objects and count the number in each category 
 

Geometry 

 Identify and describe 2-D and 3-D shapes 

 Analyze, compare, create and compose shapes 
 

Information Text 

 Ask & answer  “WH-” questions about key details in a text 

 Identify the main topic and retell details 

 Describe connection between two individuals, events, ideas or 

pieces of informational text 

 Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text 

 Identify front, back and title page of a book 

 Name the author and illustrator and define the role of each 

 Describe the relationship between illustrations and the text 

 Identify why an author wrote a text 

 Identify likes/differences for two texts on the same topic  

 Follow rules for listening, face the speaker, sit quietly, use eye 

contact and ask questions during group reading 
 

Speaking & Listening 

 Follow rules for discussions 

 Listen to others and share ideas through conversation 

 Confirm understanding of texts by asking/answering questions  

 Ask and answer questions to seek help, get information or 
seek clarification 

 Describe familiar people, places, things and events 

 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions to pro-

vide additional detail 

 Speak audibly and express oneself clearly 

By the end of Kindergarten  

 Your child will be expected to:  

Language 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English when 
writing and speaking: 
 

Grammar & Usage 

 Print upper- and lowercase letters 

 Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs 

 Form plural nouns orally 

 Understand and use question words 

 Use frequently occurring prepositions 

 Produce & expand complete sentences in language activities 
 

Capitalization, Punctuation, and Spelling 

 Capitalize first word in a sentence and pronoun I 

 Recognize and name end punctuation 

 Use sound spelling when writing 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition & Use 

 Identify words that have more than one meaning 

 Use words with multiple meanings accurately 

 Use most frequently occurring inflections and affixes as clues to 

meanings of unknown words 

 Sort objects into categories 

 Use words to explain what the objects in the categories have in 
common 

 Identify opposites 

 Connect spoken and written words to the real world 

 Recognize verbs that have similar meanings and show how they 
are different 

 Discover new words and phrases through reading, listening and 

conversation 

 Use new words and phrases acquired through conversation, read-
ing and listening 

 

Literature 

 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text 

 Retell familiar stories 

 Identify story elements (characters, setting, etc.) 

 Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text 

 Recognize common types of texts (e.g. storybooks, poems) 

 Name the author & illustrator and define the role of each 

 Describe the relationship between illustrations and story 

 Compare & contrast characters in stories 

 Actively engage in group reading activities 
 

 

Writing  
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to: 

 Compose opinion pieces that include the topic or name of 

the book they are writing about and state an opinion or 
preference about it 

 Compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name 

the topics and supply information about it 

 Narrate a single event or several loosely linked events, tell 
order of events, and provide a reaction to what happened 

With guidance and support from adults: 

 Respond to peer editing 

 Explore digital tools to produce and publish writing 

 Participate in shared research and writing projects 

 Answer questions using information recalled or gathered 
 

Foundational Skills 
Print Concepts 

 Follow words left to right, top to bottom, page by page 

 Recognize spoken words are represented in written language 

by specific sequence of letters 

 Understand that words are separated by spaces 

 Recognize and name all upper-and lowercase letters 

Phonological Awareness 

 Recognize and produce rhyming words 

 Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in words 

 Blend and segment onsets and rhymes  

 Isolate/pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds 

 Add or substitute individual sounds in one-syllable words 
Phonics & Word Recognition 

 Demonstrate knowledge of letter-sound correspondence 

 Identify the five major vowels and say the long and short 

vowel sounds 

 Read common high-frequency words by sight 

 Identify the letter sound that is different in words with simi-
lar spelling 

Fluency 

 Read emergent-reader texts with purpose & understanding 
 

Learner Behaviors 

 Exhibit self-care (bathroom, dressing) 

 Follow two-step directions 

 Exhibit spatial awareness 

 Take turns and share 

 Display stamina for listening activities 

 Display organizational skills (personal belongings, supplies) 


